
   WEDNESDAY  EXERCISE 

 This one will take a little advance thought, so we are sending it out today in 
preparation for tomorrow 

 General guidelines: 

  Watch your speech. Try to keep conversation to a mminimum. 

  Pay attention to eating during meals. 

 Intensive 2011 - finding the contented heart 

 Wednesday exercise - nourishing ourselves 

 There’s a part of us that is hesitant in making the effort to do the things 
that feel deeply nourishing and meaningful.  

  These activities often require a little energy up front to start, but are the 
things we rarely regret taking the time to do once we’ve commenced 
(meditation being a good example in this category). 

 Some examples might be: creative acts such as art, playing an 
instrument, singing, or writing. Spending time outside in nature. Moving the 
body vigorously in some form of walking or exercise. Taking a pause in the 
day to have a cup of tea and contemplate the sunset, or listen to a piece of 
music. It might be  the cooking of a slow meal - the kind that is satisfying to 
eat and healthy for the body. It might be getting to the task of picking up a 
room, so that you feel order and quiet in it. 

   We may continuously postpone, making inner excuses that we are too 
busy or we can make it through without taking the time to take care of 
ourselves. Or we may fill our time with the ‘near enemy’ of  empty pleasure, 
which mimics self care but leave us emptier: watching  TV, eating junk food,  
reading everything on the box of cereal. 

 So for today our exercise is simple yet challenging: plan and do one 
thing that will bring you inner nourishment.  

 Please think about it today, and come prepared in tomorrow’s morning 
sitting to say what it is you are planning to do tomorrow.  

  It doesn’t have to take long - not everyone can take a couple of hours to 
go to the art museum.  It might be taking a bath, or just sitting for a few 
minutes and listening to a talk. It might be lighting a candle and putting on 
some nice music as you cook dinner. 



  
 Practice question  (to be journaled or shared with your practice partner): 
  What did you do, and how did it affect your energy? 

 


